I
N recent literature, frailty has been conceptualized as an outcome of declines across multiple molecular, cellular, and physiologic systems which is highly prevalent in older persons and has severe consequences (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Although clinicians claim that frailty can be easily recognized, definition has proved elusive. There have been proposals to identify older adults who are frail, or at risk for frailty, by their disability status (9) , functional performance (10) , or a combination of either with comorbidity, neurosensory problems, or adverse geriatric outcomes (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Relatively little work has attempted to implement the theoretical construct of accelerated declines across multiple physiological systems into operational criteria for frailty identification (4, 7, 8, 16, 17) . At a recent American Geriatrics Society/National Institute on Aging-sponsored national conference, Fried and colleagues (3) presented an operational definition of frailty based on their work in the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS). The definition conceptualizes frailty as a syndrome of decreased resiliency and reserves, in which a mutually exacerbating cycle of declines across multiple systems results in negative energy balance, sarcopenia, and diminished strength and tolerance for exertion. Accordingly, it proposes exhaustion, weight loss, weak grip strength, slow walking speed, and low energy expenditure as frailty-identifying characteristics. It is the focus of this report.
Because frailty has no gold standard measure, validating its definition is intrinsically complex. The CHS definition derives face and content validity by tying its definitional criteria to the above-mentioned theoretical framework. Its validity for predicting frailty-related outcomes was demonstrated within the CHS data set. In this report, we use data from the Women's Health and Aging Studies (WHAS) to strengthen the validation of the frailty definition in two important ways. First, we crossvalidate the criteria for frailty that were originally developed and validated in the CHS in a different, independent data set. Second, we evaluate whether CHS criterion co-occurrence is consistent with a medical syndrome. Doing so, we believe, provides the first internal validation of any extant frailty measure with respect to its conceptualizing theory; it also assesses whether the CHS algorithm of combining clinical criteria into an additive score is reasonable or, rather, invalidly masks aggregation of distinct subgroups of frailty characteristics, inconsistent with a clinical syndrome.
METHODS

Study Population and Measures
Our analyses used merged data from complementary prospective studies of older women: WHAS I and II (18, 19) . WHAS I studied 1002 women aged 65 and older who, at baseline, represented the one third most disabled older women living in the community. WHAS II is studying 436 women initially among the two third least disabled women aged 70-79 years in the community. Besides disability status, the studies' eligibility criteria were identical, except that WHAS I required a Mini-Mental State Examination (20) score above 17, whereas WHAS II required a score above 23. All evaluations, interviews, and physical examinations were conducted using the same rigorously standardized methods.
Disease burden and physical disability.-Presence or absence of major chronic conditions was adjudicated by physicians based on predefined criteria (21) and included: angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, and congestive heart failure (CHF); degenerative disc disease, spinal stenosis, hip fracture, and osteoporosis; osteoarthritis of the knee, hip, and hand and rheumatoid arthritis; stroke, Parkinson's disease, pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, peripheral arterial disease, and cancer. The number of ''definite'' conditions, of 17, was considered as an index of disease burden.
Physical function.-Instrumental activities of daily living (IADL: doing light house work, preparing meals, shopping, managing money) and basic activities of daily living (ADL: bathing, transferring from bed or chair, dressing, eating, toileting) were assessed. For analyses, women were categorized as having ''severe IADL (respectively, ADL) disability'' who reported ''any difficulty'' in three or more IADL (ADL) tasks.
Frailty Phenotype
Application of CHS frailty phenotype in WHAS.-The CHS frailty criteria (3) were adjudicated in WHAS participants using available WHAS baseline measures ( 
Data Analysis
We used data from WHAS I and II participants 70-79 years old. Analyses were probability-weighted, thus referenced to the population of community-dwelling older women. We compared the prevalence of each frailty criterion in the WHAS to that among CHS women aged 70-79 years.
Internal construct validity.-A medical syndrome is ''a group of signs and symptoms that occur together and characterize a particular abnormality'' (23). Thus two patterns of criteria cooccurrence are consistent with frailty being a syndrome: 1) manifestation in a critical mass; and 2) aggregation in a specific order, as would occur in a cycle in which dysregulation in a sentinel system spurs a cascade of alterations across other systems. To evaluate our measure's convergent validity with such cooccurrence, we first tabulated the frequencies of the 32 possible frailty criteria combinations. Then, we applied latent class analysis (LCA; 24), fit in MPlus (25) . The LCA hypothesis is that the population of community-dwelling older women comprises discrete subpopulations characterized by sentinel patterns of frailty criteria co-occurrence and exhibiting frailty criteria homogeneously excepting purely random variability about the sentinel pattern (technically: ''conditionally independent''). Notes: *% with criterion among women ages 70-79 years: weighted in WHAS, n ¼ 786; CHS, n ¼ 1741. LCA aims to determine (i) the number of such subpopulations (''classes''); (ii) each subpopulation's prevalence in the overall population; and (iii) per subpopulation and criterion, the proportion having the criterion (''conditional probabilities''-here, five per class).
Validation of the theory that our frailty criteria are syndromic in their occurrence involves the number of latent classes and patterns of conditional probabilities across classes. We evaluated the number of latent classes needed to satisfy the LCA hypothesis by comparing goodness-of-fit of models with different numbers of classes, using Pearson's chi square (24), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (26) , and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (27) . Models imposed no external conditions (e.g., no requisite number of criteria in ''frailer'' subpopulations). If frailty is a syndrome there must be two or more classes, as a one-class model indicates independent criteria thus no syndromic aggregation. Fits requiring two or more classes support that the CHS frailty criteria aggregate in a syndrome, so long as criteria either have similar probabilities of being manifested per each class [see (1) in last paragraph], or are hierarchical [less sensitive criteria rarely manifested unless more sensitive criteria also are, per (2) in last paragraph]. Propensity for criteria to co-occur in distinct subgroups would suggest the effects of distinct biologic processes rather than a syndrome.
Criterion validity.-We used discrete-time proportional hazards models (28) to analyze association of frailty status with incidence (first self-or proxy-reported) of: 1) falling; 2) severe IADL or ADL disability; 3) hospitalization; and 4) nursing home entry (''permanent,'' counting only entries with no discharge by study close-out). For our analysis, each outcome was assessed every 18 months for both studies, corresponding to rounds 1, 4, and 7 of WHAS I and rounds 1, 2, and 3 of WHAS II, yielding 3 years follow-up. Cox proportional hazards models (28) were used to analyze mortality (age, by death certificate). In each analysis we calculated instantaneous hazards ratios comparing frail, and intermediately frail, to robust women, adjusting for baseline age, race, education (grades completed), smoking (pack-years), Mini-Mental State Examination (20) score, depressive symptoms (Geriatric Depression Scale; 29), CHF presence, disease burden, ankle-arm blood pressure, and use of diuretics without history of hypertension or CHF (previously shown to be an independent predictor of mortality; 30). Additional adjustment for albumin and creatinine levels had negligible impact, hence is not shown.
RESULTS
Excepting weight loss, lower percentages met individual frailty criteria in WHAS than CHS. For all 5 criteria, percentages agreed across the two studies to within 7% ( Table 1 ). The greater percentage with weight loss in WHAS is expected, given the WHAS assessment method. The lower percentages meeting exhaustion and low-energy-expenditure criteria in WHAS are consistent with the lower percentages meeting slowness and weakness criteria. To reference comparison across studies: Compared to their WHAS counterparts, women aged 70-79 years who participated in CHS tended to be more frequently white (82% vs 78%) and better educated (69% vs 57% completing high school or more) and reported less ADL task difficulty (prevalence ranging from 1% to 7% across tasks, vs 3%-17% in WHAS). Yet, perceived health status was reported similarly across the studies. Notably, (ascending) prevalence rank order across criteria was the same in CHS and WHAS: weight loss, exhaustion, low energy expenditure, weakness, and slowness.
Percentages meeting our definition of ''frail'' were remarkably similar in CHS and WHAS (11.6% vs 11.3%). There were fewer ''robust'' women in CHS (33.2%, vs 44.9% in Table 2 ). The one-class model did not adequately predict the frequencies of the observed patterns. The concordance between predicted and observed frequencies improved substantially with the two-and three-class models, both of which provided an adequate fit (chisquare p values ¼ .22 and .52). The two-class model was slightly favored by AIC and BIC criteria, achieving adequate fit with fewer parameters. These findings indicate that the frailty criteria aggregate, as required for the elements of a syndrome. To evaluate whether criteria aggregated syndromically, we examined the (''conditional'') probabilities of having each criterion, within latent classes (Table 3 ). In neither two-nor three-class models was there evidence that some criteria co-occurred preferentially in specific classes; rather, each criterion's prevalence increased progressively across less-to-morefrail classes. The three-class fit estimated the mean number of criteria for ''intermediate'' and ''frail'' individuals as 1.26 and 3.42, well in line with the CHS definitions of 1-2 and 3 criteria. These analyses strongly support the notion that the frailty criteria aggregate in accordance with the a priori hypothesis that they are elements of a syndrome and are well summarized by the proposed counting strategy.
Criterion validity.-Consistently with analyses in CHS, frailty strongly predicted all considered outcomes except falls and first hospitalization (Table 4) . Findings for nonmortality outcomes are cause-specific with respect to death; otherwise, there was only 5% loss to follow-up in WHAS I, and 1.4% in WHAS II. After adjustment for comorbidity and other key covariates, compared to robust individuals, frail women had 6-fold higher risk of death and more than 10-fold higher risk of incident IADL and ADL disability and nursing home entry.
DISCUSSION
We evaluated the validity of the CHS frailty definition (3) in companion population-based cohorts, the WHAS I and II. The five frailty criteria and the overall frailty measure demonstrated similar distributions in CHS and WHAS. Concordant with CHS findings, frailty strongly predicted disability and mortality among WHAS participants, independently of disease and other measures. The CHS frailty definition showed internal construct validity vis à vis a medical syndrome. These findings indicate that the CHS frailty definition has internal and criterion validity and is generalizable.
To our knowledge, this is the first application of a LCA to internally validate a theoretical construct for frailty by its rigorous translation into predicted properties of frailty operational measurements. In this context, LCA was preferred to factor analysis because the former is consistent with investigating a syndrome and does not hypothesize an underlying continuum (31) . LCA also addresses whether three phenotype categories better capture heterogeneity in frailty measurements than do two. Our analysis did not indicate so, but a larger sample is needed to convincingly address the question.
Some lingering questions should be acknowledged. First, there remain aspects of construct validity to be evaluated. For example, the CHS frailty phenotype includes measures of functional limitation (slow walking speed) and impairment (weakness), which may be in the same causal pathway to declining physical function. This may partially explain why our frailty measure strongly predicts adverse outcomes. More work to evaluate discriminant validity would be valuable. Second, how much value a ''phenotype'' adds for predicting adverse outcomes, above independent contributions of individual criteria, is of interest. A formal delineation remains to be accomplished. Third, our phenotype's definition entailed operational choices-cutoffs defining ''frail'' on each criterion and a requirement of three positive criteria for frailty categorization. Alternative choices could alter classification or improve prediction of selected outcomes. Fourth, the WHAS lacks men, so cross-validation and internal validation remain to be accomplished in this major subgroup of older adults. Finally, we acknowledge continuing debate over the biological underpinnings and component features of frailty. The criteria assessed by our measure reflect one theory, to which their content validity is tied. Other criteria plausibly reflect frailty and may prove useful. Ultimately, scientists must adjudicate the worth of the theory (1-8) on which our work, hence its validity, relies.
Although we have operationalized frailty as a discrete ''abnormality,'' frailty may span one extreme of a health continuum and become normative as persons age. Discrete medical categories rarely reflect the complexity of processes that underlie diminished functioning. We do not propose to reify our classification (32) as such risks diminishing the quality of care (e.g., 33). Nor do we uphold it as the last or only frailty measure that should be considered. Nonetheless, the need for discrete classifications has long been recognized by the medical community. We consider ''frailty'' as a phenomenon that becomes clinically visible above a threshold of severity. Our approach aims to provide a useful tool for research and identification of those at high risk for health declines.
Summary
Our findings supported criterion validity of the proposed frailty phenotype similarly to that resulting from analyses conducted in CHS. LCA also supported the internal validity of the CHS frailty definition (3) for a syndromic outcome, as predicted by the theory that frailty results from aggregate declines in multiple molecular, cellular, and physiologic systems (7) . Such definition appears to be applicable across populations, and identifies persons at increased risk for adverse health outcomes.
